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Createspace, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.Victorian Horror FictionA Classic NovellaThe Lifted VeilGeorge EliotThe unreliable
narrator, Latimer, believes that he is cursed with an otherworldly ability to see into the future and
the thoughts of other people. His unwanted gift seems to stem from a severe childhood illness he
suffered while attending school in Geneva. Latimer is convinced of the existence of this power, and
his two initial predictions do come true the way he has envisioned them: a peculiar patch of
rainbow light on the pavement and a few words of dialogue appear to him exactly as expected.
Latimer is revolted by much of what he discerns about others motivations.Latimer becomes
fascinated with Bertha, his brother s cold and coquettish fiancEe, because her mind and motives
remain atypically closed to him. After his brother s death, Latimer marries Bertha, but the marriage
disintegrates as he recognizes Bertha s manipulative and untrustworthy nature. Latimer s friend,
scientist Charles Meunier, performs a blood transfusion from himself to Bertha s recently deceased
maid. For a few moments the maid comes back to life and accuses Bertha of a plot to poison
Latimer. Bertha...
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Reviews
A top quality ebook and the font employed was exciting to read. Of course, it can be enjoy, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Your life
span will likely be transform once you full reading this book.
-- Phyllis Welch
Very good eBook and valuable one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of
reading through a created publication.
-- B r ia nne Heidenr eich
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